Introduce your students to the power of CREATION Health

The first Seventh-day Adventist faith-based health textbook is being offered by CREATION Health. Rich in spiritual values and written for high school students, this wellness study is designed to help teens face their challenges head-on with strong biblical truth and whole-person health. Combining timeless wisdom backed by the latest in scientific research, CREATION Health focuses on the Bible’s eight universal principles of Choice, Rest, Environment, Activity, Trust, Interpersonal Relationships, Outlook, and Nutrition to create a proven way to live life to the fullest.

This book is available in print for $19.99 and as an iBook for iPad for $14.99, currently available at the iTunes Store. The printed copy is a soft-back book of high quality. A purchase of a book includes an online teacher’s manual. It is recommended that the teacher have the iBook version even if students aren’t using iPads. The iBook will allow teachers to show embedded video clips, take students to active links, and provide other enhancements for learning.

How to Buy

iBook From iTunes
Immediate purchase from the iTunes book store using the QR Code above.

Or you can search on iTunes
CREATION Health: Live HEALTHY. BE Happy.

NOTE: It is designed for iPad and requires iBooks 3 or later and iOS 5.1 or later.

Printed Textbooks
To order hard copies please call 407-303-7789 or email Wellness@CREATIONHealth.com